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INTERNAL REVIEW DECISION 
(Internal Review Decision Notice in response to an Application for Internal Review) 

 

PART 1: Details of Internal Review 

Internal Review Number:  Internal Review 0062-17 

Applicant’s Name: M McGillivray 

 

Original Decision:  Breach of rule 137(a) of the Australian Rules of Racing 

Original Decision Makers: J Williamson, M Knibbs, C Albrecht, P Zimmerman 

Date of Original Decision:  9 August 2017 

Internal Review Decision: Original decision on charge and penalty confirmed 

Internal Review Decision-Maker: 
Mr Kane Ashby, Internal Adjudicator, Queensland Racing Integrity 
Commission 

Date of Internal Review Decision: 18 August 2017 

PART 3:  Summary of Internal Review Application 

The Applicant, Mr Matthew McGillivray, rider of SNOW FIELDS was found guilty of careless riding under Australian 

Rule of Racing 137(a) in race 6 at the Sunshine Coast Turf Club on 9 August 2017. 

Australian Rule of Racing 137(a) states: “Any rider may be penalised if, in the opinion of the stewards, he is guilty of 

careless, reckless, improper, incompetent or foul riding.” 

The Stewards’ report stated: “Apprentice M. McGillivray, rider of SNOW FIELDS, was found guilty of a charge of 

careless riding, in that after being held up at the heels of I CANNT SEE YOU, he directed his mount to the inside of 

that runner where there was insufficient room, resulting in a tightening to SHEZA HOTTI, being forced in on to the 

hind quarters of BALABINA, turning that horse out, further tightening the running of SHEZA HOTTI, resulting in J. 

Taylor having to check SHEZA HOTTI at that stage near the 100m..  Apprentice McGillivray was suspended from 

riding in races for a period of 9 days, to commence at midnight, 18 August and to expire at midnight, 27 August.” 

The Applicant sought a review of charge and penalty. 

PART 4: Reasons for Internal Review Decision 

The Applicant’s submissions in defence of the charge in summary state “I contend that I am not guilty of the charge 

as I was not careless in my actions.  I contend that there were contributing factors including the actions of jockey 

Michael Cahill, who shifted in and the actions of Jason Taylor's horse which was racing to my inside and which also 

shifted in making contact with the hindquarters of Adam Sewell's horse resulting in Adam Sewell's horse shifting out 

and further tightening the Jason Taylor's horse resulting in Jason Taylor losing ground.”1  The Applicant added “I 

contend that I had established a run to the inside of Michael Cahill.  After establishing the run to the inside of Michael 

                                                           
1 Internal Review Application dated 11 August 2017, part 3 
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Cahill, he shifted in restricting my running room.  Any shift by me inwards was as a result of being taken in by Michael 

Cahill.  I further contend that at the same time as Michael Cahill's shift, Jason Taylor's horse was weakening.  Whilst 

weakening Jason Taylor's horse has shifted in making heavy contact with the hindquarters of Adam Sewell's horse 

which caused Adam Sewell's horse to became skewed and shift outwards, causing Jason Taylor to lose ground and 

check his mount.  I contend that the incident was a result of contributing factors which were exculpatory of me.  The 

decision that should be made upon Internal Review is that my review be upheld and the penalty be set aside.”2  

Mr James Williamson (Chairman) provided a live observation of the incident stating “I had an observation of the 

incident, my attention was drawn to SNOWFIELDS appeared to be held up for clear running looking for somewhere 

to go, was behind BALABINA and SHEZA HOTTI which both weren’t travelling as well as SNOWFIELDS, apprentice 

McGillivray appeared to come to the outside of those two and looked to get onto the back of I CANT SEE YOU which 

was further to the outside, there appeared to be briefly about half a run between I CANT SEE YOU and SHEZA 

HOTTI, it appeared apprentice McGillivray angled for that run and drove hard in an attempt to obtain it and in doing 

so I felt that pushed SHEZA HOTTI onto the hindquarters of BALABINA and this resulted in Jason Taylor having to 

check SHEZA HOTTI, basically I say there was half a run not room for two horses by driving up in there resulted in 

jockey Taylor losing his spot and checking.”3 

Subsequent to viewing the race footage, the reviewer finds the Applicant, rider of SNOW FIELDS when riding forward 

permitted his mount to shift in near the 100m when attempting a run to the inside of I CAN’T SEE WHO where there 

was insufficient room.  This resulted in SHEZA HOTTI which was racing to that horses inside having to be checked 

and tightened in onto the hindquarters of BALABINA, turning that horse outwards and becoming unbalanced.  The 

reviewer accepts prior to the Applicant attempting the run to the inside of I CAN’T SEE WHO, BALABINA and SHEZA 

HOTTI had come together due to BALABINA shifting out slightly.  However, at the time of the incident BALABINA 

and SHEZA HOTTI held their ground, before being tightened for room by the Applicant, who angled his mount to the 

inside of I CAN’T SEE WHO where there was insufficient room.  The reviewer finds I CAN’T SEE YOU maintained a 

straight course and had no bearing on the incident.  The Applicant at no stage fully established clear running to the 

inside of I CAN’T SEE YOU and as such, the interference was a direct result of the Applicant shifting in and attempting 

a run where there was insufficient room. 

In weighing up the evidence, including the audio of inquiry and race footage the reviewer is satisfied the charge is 

proven. 

The stewards’ deemed the interference in the low-range.  The standard low-range penalty is a 10 day suspension.   

The Applicants disciplinary history notes the last careless riding suspension was in November 2016.  The Internal 

Review decision of McGillivray4 which related to a charge under rule 137(d) is the subject of further appeal to the 

Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal and therefore not taken into account when determining penalty.  In 

weighing up the evidence on penalty consideration was provided to the degree of carelessness, interference suffered, 

not-guilty plea, penalty precedents and the Applicants disciplinary history.  In considering the aforementioned factors, 

the reviewer is satisfied the charge and penalty is proven and therefore confirms the original decision of charge and 

penalty. 

                                                           
2 Internal Review Application dated 11 August 2017, part 3 
3 Audio of Stewards Inquiry dated 9 August 2017 
4 Internal Review decision 0057-17 dated 5 July 2017 
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PART 5: Review Rights following Internal Review Decision 

In accordance with section 246 of the Racing Integrity Act 2016, as the applicant for an internal review of the original 

decision, you are able to apply to the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (QCAT) for an external review of 

the internal review decision. 

An external review is commenced by lodging the appropriate forms with QCAT. In accordance with section 33 of the 

Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2009, an application for an external review of an internal review 

decision is to be made within 28 days from the day this internal review decision notice is provided to the applicant. 

For further information regarding the processes for an external review of the decision, please contact QCAT: 

Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal 

Registry Location:    
Postal Address:       
Phone:                     
Email:                       

Level 9, 259 Queen Street, BRISBANE QLD 4001 
GPO Box 1639, BRISBANE QLD 4001 
1300 753 228 
enquiries@qcat.qld.gov.au 
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